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ABSTRACT
Given a surface mesh F in R3 with vertex set S and con-
sisting of Delaunay triangles, we want to construct the De-
launay tetrahedralization of S.

We present an algorithm which constructs the Delaunay
tetrahedralization of S given a bounded degree spanning
subgraph T of F . It accelerates the incremental Delaunay
triangulation construction by exploiting the connectivity of
the points on the surface. If the expected size of the De-
launay triangulation is linear, we prove that our algorithm
runs in O(n log∗ n) expected time, speeding up the standard
randomized incremental Delaunay triangulation algorithm,
which is O(n log n) expected time in this case.

We discuss how to find a bounded degree spanning subgraph
T from surface mesh F and give a linear time algorithm
which obtains a spanning subgraph from any triangulated
surface with genus g with maximum degree at most 12g for
g > 0 or three for g = 0.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2 [Theory of Computation]: Analysis of Algorithms
and Problem complexity; F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms
and Problem complexity]: Nonnumerical algorithms and
problems—geometrical problems and computations

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Delaunay triangulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Delaunay triangulation is a fundamental and well-studied
problem in computational geometry. Given a surface mesh
F with a vertex set S and consisting of Delaunay triangles,
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we consider the problem of computing the Delaunay tetra-
hedralization of S. The problem has important applications
including mesh generation and medial axis construction.

For arbitrary point sets in 3D, the randomized incremental
algorithm has been the most popular solution for the 3D
Delaunay triangulation. It incrementally constructs the De-
launay triangulation by adding points one by one in random
order. The cost of insertion is dependent on the cost of lo-
cating a new point to add in the Delaunay triangulation of
the already inserted points. The standard randomized in-
cremental algorithm which uses an optimal point location
scheme (e.g., the history DAG [6]) is theoretically optimal
in expected time: it takes O(n log n) expected time if the ex-
pected size of the Delaunay triangulation of n points is O(n),
and O(n1+k) if the expected size is O(n1+k) for 0 < k ≤ 1.

Though the complexity of the 3D Delaunay triangulation
can be quadratic for the worst case, it appears to be linear,
in practice. Some theoretical results support this. Dwyer
showed that if points are generated uniformly at random
from the unit ball the expected size of the Delaunay trian-
gulation is linear [9]. Recently, many researchers have stud-
ied the complexity of the 3D Delaunay triangulation for the
special case of the points on a surface. Golin and Na [13]
proved that the expected complexity of the 3D Delaunay tri-
angulation of random points on convex polytopes is Θ(n).
Attali and Boissonnat proved that the 3D Delaunay trian-
gulation of a “light ε-sample” has complexity O(n7/4). Er-
ickson showed, in contrast, that there exist smooth surfaces
that have a uniform sample whose Delaunay triangulation
has quadratic size [10]. But, he also proved that for any fixed
smooth surface, the Delaunay triangulation of any uniform
ε-sample has complexity O(n3/2) as n goes to infinity [11].

We assume for the theoretical analysis of our algorithm that
the expected size of the Delaunay triangulation is linear.
Our experiments [5] with samples from surfaces suggest that
this assumption is usually correct.

We accelerate the point location by exploiting the connec-
tivity of the boundary surface on which the input points
lie. This idea is inspired by Seidel’s randomized incremental
trapezoidation algorithm of polygons [19]. By periodically
tracing the boundary of the polygon and locating its seg-
ments in advance, he obtains an expected O(n log∗ n) time
algorithm for trapezoidation of simple polygons (log∗ n is
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the largest integer l so that log(l) n ≥ 1). Devillers applied
the idea to the problem of 2D Delaunay triangulation given
the Euclidean minimum spanning tree [8]. Our algorithm
similarly traces the surface to speed up the location of un-
added points later.

The improved running time of our algorithm is only proved
in the case where the surface mesh is composed of Delaunay
triangles. This case is important since many surface recon-
struction algorithms produce surfaces that are subsets of
the Delaunay triangulation. Though many such algorithms
require the 3D Delaunay triangulation as a preprocessing
step, there are some that avoid it. For example, the algo-
rithms by Bernardini et al [3] or by Funke and Ramos [12]
construct surfaces consisting of Delaunay triangles in near-
linear time without computing the 3D Delaunay triangula-
tion of all samples. Also there are other ways to obtain De-
launay triangulated surfaces without the 3D Delaunay tri-
angulation. Cheng et al. [4] triangulate skin surfaces using
Delaunay triangles. Attali and Lachaud [2] give a modified
marching cubes algorithm [16] to construct an iso-surface
all of whose triangles satisfy the Delaunay constraint in lin-
ear time. Constructing the 3D Delaunay triangulation given
these surfaces can be useful, for instance, in generating a 3D
mesh or medial axis.

We present and analyze an algorithm which constructs the
Delaunay tetrahedralization given a bounded degree span-
ning subgraph T consisting of Delaunay edges in section 2.
We show that the algorithm runs in O(n log∗ n) expected
time, if the expected size of the Delaunay triangulation is
linear. In section 3, we discuss how to obtain a bounded
degree spanning subgraph T from a surface F consisting of
Delaunay triangles. We give a linear time algorithm to find
a spanning subgraph with maximum degree at most 12g for
g > 0 or three for g = 0 in any triangulated surface with
genus g.

2. ALGORITHM
For a point set P , we denote the Delaunay triangulation
of P as D(P ). For the analysis, we restrict the boundary
surface F to be a subset of the Delaunay triangulation D(S)
of S and assume that we are given a spanning subgraph T
of F with bounded degree d. In section 3, we discuss how to
obtain such a spanning subgraph T given F . We assume that
the points of S are in general position. Let s1, s2, ..., sn be a
random ordering of the vertices of S and let Si = {s1, ..., si}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

To efficiently locate si in D(Si−1) to construct D(Si), ran-
domized incremental Delaunay triangulation algorithms main-
tain a location query structure Q(Si−1). For our analysis,
we use the theoretically optimal history DAG by Clarkson et
al. [6] which exploits all the intermediate Delaunay tetrahe-
dra created for our point location query structure. To locate
si in D(Si−1), using the history DAG, we start at the root
and traverse all the intermediate Delaunay tetrahedra whose
circumspheres contain si until we find the one in D(Si−1)
that contains si. After locating si in D(Si−1) using Q(Si−1),
we update both the Delaunay triangulation D(Si−1) and the
query structure Q(Si−1) to D(Si) and Q(Si).

In the worst case when the size of D(Si) is O(i2), locating

Tracing DT() {
1. Let h = 1.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n do

(a) If i = Nh, trace T through D(SNh) to determine
dNh(sk) for all k > Nh. Let h = h + 1.

(b) Locate si in D(Si−1) using Q(Si−1) starting from
dNh−1(si).

(c) Insert si and update D(Si) and Q(Si).

}

Figure 1: Tracing Delaunay Triangulation (Trac-
ingDT) algorithm

si in D(Si−1) using Q(Si−1) takes O(i) expected time and
updating D(Si) and Q(Si) takes O(i) expected time. Thus
the 3D Delaunay triangulation of n points takes O(n2) ex-
pected time. But, if the expected size of D(Si) is O(i), the
location takes O(log i) expected time and the update takes
O(1) expected time. For the remainder of the analysis, we
assume that the expected size of D(Si) is O(i), for all i.

Our algorithm in Figure 1 is inspired by Seidel’s trape-
zoidation algorithm for simple polygons [19]. Let Nh =

dn/ log(h) ne. We denote di(v) of a point v to be the Delau-
nay tetrahedron of D(Si) which contains v. We periodically
traverse the spanning subgraph T and locate all the unin-
serted points in the intermediate Delaunay triangulation in
advance, so that when we actually add a new point, we start
from the Delaunay tetrahedron located in the last tracing
step instead of at the root of the history DAG.

2.1 Analysis
We first analyze the cost of each tracing step 2a. Since
Nlog∗ n+1 > n, step 2a is done only log∗ n times. Each trac-
ing step Nh for 1 ≤ h ≤ log∗ n is done by traversing the
bounded degree spanning subgraph T and recording dNh(sk)
for all k > Nh. Thus the cost is determined by the num-
ber of intersections between T and D(SNh). Here we need
the restriction that T is a subset of D(S). To count the
expected number of intersections, we make some definitions
and prove the following lemma about the intersection of a
triangle of D(R) for R ⊆ S and a Delaunay edge of D(S).

A sphere is empty of S if its interior contains no point s ∈
S. The region of Delaunay triangle abc is the union of the
two empty circumspheres of the two Delaunay tetrahedra
containing abc.

Lemma 1. Let abc be a triangle in D(R) for any R ⊆ S.
If edge vw in D(S) intersects abc, at least one of {v, w} lies
in the region determined by abc in D(R).

Proof. Suppose both v and w lie outside the region de-
termined by abc in R. Let abcd, abce be the two Delau-
nay tetrahedra adjacent to abc in D(R). Consider K =
{a, b, c, d, e, v, w} Then, the tetrahedra abcd, abce and the
edge vw are in D(K). Let B be the circumsphere of abcd,
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Figure 2: Proof of Lemma 1

and C be the circumsphere of a Delaunay tetrahedron vwxy
(x, y may be any pair of {a, b, c, d, e}) that contains vw in
D(K). Let E be the plane supporting the circle of the inter-
section of C and D. Both B and C are empty of K, because
abcd and vwxy are in D(K). So, {a, b, c, d} and {v, w, x, y}
lie on the opposite sides of E as in Figure 2. Thus, vw can-
not intersect abc. This is a contradiction. Therefore at least
one of {v, w} lies in the region determined by abc.

Lemma 1 may also be phrased and proved using the standard
lifting which maps the Delaunay triangulation in R3 to a
lower convex hull in R4.

Lemma 2. The expected number of intersections of D(Si)
and T is O(n).

Proof. By Lemma 1, if an edge vw in T intersects a
triangle t in D(Si), at least one of {v,w} lies in the region
determined by t in D(Si). So we count each edge of T
adjacent to v as something that might intersect the triangle
t, so each vertex v in the region of a triangle t can contribute
to the number of intersections at most the degree d(v) of v
in T .

Let I denote the number of intersections of D(Si) and T .
We bound I by summing over each triangle t of D(Si) the
degrees d(v) of vertices v of T that lie in the region of t.
This is equivalent to summing over each of the vertices v of
T the degree d(v) of v times the number of regions contain-
ing v, which is bounded by the maximum degree d times
the number of regions containing v. Since each Delaunay
tetrahedron contains four Delaunay triangles, a vertex in a
Delaunay circumsphere is counted as belonging to the four

regions of the Delaunay triangles. Thus :

I <
∑

triangles
t∈D(Si)

(
∑

vertices v∈T
in region of t

d(v))

=
∑

vertices
v∈T

((# of regions containing v) ∗ d(v))

≤ d×
∑

vertices
v∈T

(# of regions containing v)

= 4d×
∑

vertices
v∈T

(# of Del. circumspheres containing v)

We obtain the expected number of the Delaunay circum-
spheres of D(Si) that contain v using backwards analysis.
If we insert vertex v in D(Si), the number of the Delaunay
circumspheres of D(Si) which contains v is the number of
Delaunay tetrahedra in D(Si) destroyed by the insertion of
v. Since we are assuming that the expected size of D(Si) is
O(i), the expected number of the Delaunay tetrahedra de-
stroyed by the insertion of v is O(1). Hence, the expected
number of intersections is 4nd ×O(1) = O(n).

Theorem 3. Tracing T in D(Si) takes O(n) expected time.

Proof. Tracing time is determined by the number of in-
tersections of D(Si) with T . By Lemma 2, the expected
number of the intersections of D(Si) and T is O(n).

So each tracing takes O(n) expected time and since we trace
log∗ n times, all the tracing steps take O(n log∗ n) expected
time. Then the rest of the analysis is to determine the cost
of locating and inserting a new point given the information
from the tracing. This is basically the same as the proofs
for the corresponding theorems of Seidel’s trapezoidation
algorithm [19] and Devillers’ 2D Delaunay triangulation al-
gorithm [8]. Nevertheless, we include the following lemma
and theorem for completeness.

Lemma 4. If dk(si) is known, the expected cost of locating
si in D(Si−1) is O(log(i/k)).

Proof. The cost of locating a point si in D(Si−1) given
dk(si) is proportional to the number of Delaunay tetrahedra
in D(Sj) for k < j < i whose circumsphere contains si,
which is O(log i) −O(log k) = O(log(i/k)).

Theorem 5. The algorithm Tracing DT runs in O(n log∗ n)
expected time.

Proof. By Theorem 3, step 2a takes O(n) expected time
for fixed h and is executed O(log∗ n) times, thus the total
cost of for step 2a is O(n log∗ n) expected time.

For Nh−1 < i ≤ Nh, locating si takes O(log(i/Nh−1)) ex-
pected time by Lemma 4. Since i ≤ n, O(log(i/Nh−1) =
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O(log(n/Nh−1) = O(log(h) n). For fixed h, step 2b is exe-
cuted at most Nh times. Thus locating si for all Nh−1 <
i ≤ Nh takes O(log(h) n)×Nh = O(n) expected time. Since
h ≤ log∗ n, locating si for all i ≤ Nlog∗ n takes log∗ n×O(n)
expected time. For Nlog∗ n < i ≤ n, since Nlog∗ n ≥ n/e,
locating si takes O(log(i/Nlog∗ n)) = O(1). Thus, the total
cost of step 2b is O(n log∗ n) expected time.

By the linear size assumption of the Delaunay triangulation,
step 2c takes O(1) expected time for each i, so the total cost
is O(n) expected time.

3. INPUT TO THE ALGORITHM
Even if the surface F is a subset of the Delaunay triangula-
tion, it can have an arbitrarily large maximum degree (e.g.,
a point can have an arbitrary number of nearest neighbors).
The analysis in the previous section is based on the assump-
tion that we are given a spanning graph T of surface mesh
F which is a subset of the Delaunay triangulation D(S) and
whose maximum degree d is bounded. Here we discuss how
to obtain such input spanning graph T from F .

3.1 Special cases
One such spanning graph is the Euclidean minimum span-
ning tree of S. The Euclidean minimum spanning tree
EMST (S) of a point set S is the spanning tree of S that
minimizes the sum of the lengths of the edges in the tree.
Since it has bounded degree 6 in 2D and 12 in 3D [18], and
is a subset of its Delaunay triangulation, the proofs of the
previous section hold if we are given EMST (S). Though
EMST (S) is usually constructed by computing D(S) and
running a minimum spanning tree algorithm on the edges of
D(S), it can also be computed without Delaunay triangula-

tion in O(n4/3 log4/3 n) expected time. using the algorithm
by Agarwal et al [1]. It is not of course guaranteed that a
given surface triangulation F contains EMST (S), but if F
contains EMST (S), we can find EMST (S) from F in O(n)
expected time [14].

Some surface meshes already have bounded degree and we
can just use any spanning tree of F as T . The iso-surfaces
constructed from voxel data using the marching cubes algo-
rithm [16] have a bounded degree. Though in general, the
output of the marching cubes algorithm is not guaranteed
to be Delaunay triangles, Attali and Lachaud’s [2] modified
marching cubes algorithm constructs iso-surfaces composed
of Delaunay triangles.

Lemma 6. Let F be an iso-surface constructed from vox-
els. Then the degree of vertices in F is bounded.

Proof. By definition, the vertices of F are always on the
voxel edges. A voxel edge is adjacent to at most 4 voxels.
So for each vertex of F , the iso-surface edges adjacent to the
vertex always lie in the 4 adjacent voxels. Each vertex lies
in a loop in a voxel. Hence the maximum degree of a vertex
is 2× 4 = 8.

bsg(G,C) {
1. If |V (G)| = 3, output H = G, and we’re done.

2. If C is a triangle, we choose a cycle vertex v with degree
greater than two as z.
Otherwise, we choose z from a list of cycle vertices
with no chord.

3. Let z1, z2, ..., zm be the neighbors of z in the clockwise
order such that z1, zm ∈ V (C).
Let G′ = G− z and C′ be the outer cycle of G′.
Update chord information for new cycle C′.
H ′ = bsg(G′, C′)
If m > 2, output H = H ′ − z1z2 − zmzm−1 + z1z +
z2z + zmz.
If m = 2, H = H ′ − z1z2 + z1z + z2z.

}

Figure 3: Bounded degree spanning subgraph(bsg)
algorithm: G is the triangulation homeomorphic to
a disk and C is its boundary cycle.

Similarly, in case of the locally uniform samples defined by
Funke and Ramos [12], it is shown that the surface Delau-
nay triangulation has a bounded degree. They also give a
decimation algorithm which decimates dense samples into
locally uniform samples in O(n log n) time.

3.2 Bounded degree spanning subgraph algo-
rithm

If the surface F is not guaranteed to have bounded degree,
we need to find a bounded degree spanning tree T from F .
We give a linear time algorithm to construct a spanning
subgraph with maximum degree at most three if g = 0 and
12g otherwise from any triangulation of a surface with genus
g.

If the surface has genus greater than zero, Thomassen [20]
showed that any triangulation of orientable surface Sg with
a fixed genus g contains a spanning tree of maximum degree
at most 5 × 2g − 2. We obtain an improved bound 12g on
maximum degree using the algorithm by Lazarus et al [15].
They find in O(gn) time a set of 2g cycles on triangulated
surfaces such that cutting the surface along them yields a
topological disk called a polygonal schema. So we can con-
vert triangulated surfaces with genus greater than zero into
a topological disk in linear time. Since a vertex can appear
in a cycle only once and there are 2g cycles, after cutting
the surface along 2g cycles, a vertex may appear at most 4g
times. Below we give a linear time algorithm to construct
a spanning subgraph with maximum degree three given a
triangulation homeomorphic to a disk. By identifying the
vertices belonging to the cycles, we can obtain a spanning
subgraph with maximum degree at most 4g × 3 = 12g.

Our algorithm for finding a spanning subgraph in a triangu-
lation homeomorphic to a disk is described in Figure 3. It is
inspired by the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [20] but gives a dif-
ferent constructive and somewhat simpler proof for the ex-
istence of a spanning subgraph with maximum degree three.
We denote the set of the vertices of a graph G as V (G). A
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chord of a vertex v in a cycle is a non-cycle edge between v
and a vertex in the cycle. The algorithm is recursive. Each
call bsg(G,C) for the surface triangulation G and its outer
cycle C outputs the spanning subgraph H with maximum
degree at most three containing C. Initially, we start from
the surface triangulation G. If |V (G)| = 3, G is the spanning
subgraph H and we’re done. Otherwise, we choose a cycle
vertex z to remove from G to construct G′ and its outer cy-
cle C′, and call bsg(G′, C′) to obtain a spanning subgraph
H ′ of G′. Then, we construct H from H ′ as in Figure 4;
that is, we remove z1z2 and zmzm−1 and add z1z, z2z and
zmz where z1, ..., zm are the neighbors of z in a clockwise
order.

Lemma 7. Given a triangulation G of S0, we let any tri-
angle of G be our initial cycle C. The algorithm bsg(G,C)
outputs a spanning connected subgraph of H with the maxi-
mum degree at most three.

Proof. First, to guarantee the termination of the algo-
rithm, we need to show that during every recursive call to
bsg(G′, C′) we can find a vertex z ∈ V (C′) to remove. If
C′ is a triangle, there is a vertex in V (C′) that has degree
greater than two, because otherwise |V (C′)| = 3 and we’re
done. So assume that C′ has n vertices (with n > 3). Since
any triangulation of an n-gon has only n−3 diagonals, there
is a vertex with no chord. Therefore, there is always a vertex
v ∈ V (C′) to remove during every recursive call bsg(G′, C′).

Second, we show that for each recursive call to bsg(G′, C′),
the outer cycle C′ is homeomorphic to a circle. Whenever we
remove a vertex z from C, its neighbors z1, .., zm as defined
in Figure 3 become the new vertices in the cycle. Since z
has no chord, z2, ...zm−1 are not in C. C′ is homeomorphic
to a circle since it is obtained from C by removing zz1, zzm

and adding z1z2, z2z3, ..., zm−1zm.

Finally, we prove that H is a spanning connected subgraph
of F with maximum degree at most three. We first show
that every recursive subcall to bsg(G,C) returns a spanning
subgraph H of G with maximum degree at most three such
that C′ ⊂ H ′. We prove it by induction on |V (G)|. If
|V (G)| = 3, H = G. So assume that |V (G)| ≥ 4. Let z be
any vertex with no chord and apply the induction hypothesis
on G − z to obtain H ′. If the degree of vertex z is greater
than two (m > 2, in Figure 3), z2, ..., zm−1 ∈ V (C). Then,
H is obtained from H ′ by deleting the edges z1z2, zmzm−1

and adding the edges z1z, z2z and zmz. If the degree of

vertex z is two (m = 2), then H is obtained from H ′ by
deleting the edge z1z2 and adding the edges z1z and z2z.
Either case, the degree of z in H is at most three, and the
degrees of the rest of the vertices are the same as or less
than in H ′. Therefore, H is a spanning subgraph of G with
maximum degree at most three.

Lemma 8. The algorithm bsg(G,C) terminates in linear
time.

Proof. For the analysis of the time complexity of the
algorithm, we assume that for every vertex we are given a
list of its neighbors in clockwise order. We maintain the
cycle C as a doubly linked list and each vertex has markers
for whether it is a cycle vertex and whether it has a chord.
We also maintain a no-chord list - a list of cycle vertices that
have no chord. At every step, we just choose the first vertex
in no-chord list as z.

Removing a vertex z from G and modifying C to be the new
outer cycle C′ of G′ = G− z takes time proportional to the
degree of z.

Also we need to update chord records for the new cycle C′.
For each new cycle vertex v ∈ V (C′) \ V (C), we look at
all its neighbors and if a neighbor w of v is a cycle vertex,
we mark v as a chord vertex. If w was in no-chord list, we
remove it from no-chord list. If v does not have a chord, we
add v to the no-chord list. This takes

∑
v∈V (C′)\V (C) d(v).

Since every vertex becomes a vertex in C just once and is
removed just once, the total execution time is proportional
to

∑
v∈V (G) d(v) = O(2|E(G)|) = O(|V (G)|).

4. DISCUSSION
Our algorithm speeds up the location of a new point in
randomized incremental Delaunay triangulation algorithms.
But, the actual insertion cost of the new point and update of
the Delaunay triangulation is not affected. Contrary to our
expectation that the location time dominates the whole run-
ning time, our experiments [5] show that the location time
and update time are pretty well balanced for several real
Delaunay triangulation programs. Hence, this algorithm is
not expected to improve the performance of the Delaunay
triangulation programs in practice by more than a factor of
two.

We conclude by asking an open question. When the points
are generated by uniform distribution, we can compute EMST
in near-linear expected time [17; 7]. Can we compute EMST
of points from surface F more efficiently even if EMST is
not contained in F ?
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